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Serbian Racing Pigeon Federation   

and  KSGP Belgrade ACE the Winner  

 

INVITATION 

For participation at FCI Grand Prix Balkan Championship 2022 

 

National federation-members of the FCI:  Albania, Austria, Bosnia and Herzegovina, 

Bulgaria, Croatia, Greece, Hungary, Montenegro, North Macedonia, Romania, Serbia, 

Slovenia and Turkey. 

The love for pigeons knows no borders in the world, our racing pigeons give us the 

strength and support to overcome the problem in which the whole world finds itself. 

 

FEDERATION COLOMOPHILE INTERNATIONALE - FCI is our family in which we gather 

to develop love for pigeons, the cooperation among breeders and national federations, 

members of FCI, to work on the promotion and development of pigeon breeding in the 

world, especially in regions, and creating national federations in countries where they do 

not exist. 

 

FCI, led by Mr. Istvan Bardos and his associates, is working to establish cooperation 

between national federations by organizing regional international conferences, 

competitions, regional international exhibitions and especially to establish the 

development of FCI Grand Prix OLR competitions. 

 

The decision of the National Federation of Serbia stipulates that the FCI Grand Prix Balkan 

Championship 2022 will be held at the location of the FCI OLR Belgrade ACE the Winner, 
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together with the FCI Grand Prix OLR competition organized at the same location in 

Belgrade. 

 

Mr. Čedomir Vukčević has been appointed as a Director of the FCI Grand Prix Balkan 

Championship 2022. 

 

The Serbian Racing Pigeon Federation, hereby INVITES all National Federations, the FCI 

members, from the Balkans and national members of the FCI that border the Balkans, to 

include in the program of their activities for 2022, the FCI Grand Prix Balkan 

Championship 2022 in Serbia. 

 

We wish that at the FCI Grand Prix Balkan Championship 2022 in Serbia, take part the 

Representation of all National Federations of FCI members located in and surrounding 

the geographical territory called "Balkans" in the world, namely: Albania, Austria, Bosnia 

and Herzegovina, Bulgaria, Croatia, Greece, Hungary, Kosovo *, Montenegro, North 

Macedonia, Romania, Serbia, Slovenia and Turkey. 

 

This is an opportunity for each National Federation to select the best pigeons from their 

best breeders and to compare their qualities in one place, under equal conditions by 

participating in the FCI Grand Prix Balkan Championship 2022 in Serbia. 

 

Serbia is ready and wants to receive the National Teams of all National Federations, 

regardless of where they come from, and this is a unique opportunity to compare our 

pigeons in one place and to show to the whole pigeon world in Europe, Asia, North and 

South America, Arab, African that there are good breeders in the Balkans and that there 

are great and excellent racing pigeons. 
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We invite the National Federations, members of the FCI, to establish individual contacts 

and resolve technical details that would allow your National Team to arrive in Serbia and 

take part in the FCI Grand Prix Balkan Championship 2022. 

 

Email: bgaspobednik@gmail.com 

Contact person: 

Manager of the FCI Grand Prix Balkan Championship 2022      

                         Mr. Čedomir  Vukčević                 +381 063 202252 

Secretary of the FCI Grand Prix Balkan Championship 2022         

                         Mrs. Marija Gospić  

 

RULES       FCI Grand Prix Balkan Championship 2022 

1. The organization of the FCI Grand Prix Balkan Championship 2022 is in Serbia in 

Belgrade at the location of the FCI Grand Prix OLR Belgrade ACE the Winner. 

2. Organizer and implementer of the FCI Grand Prix Balkan Championship 2022 is the 

FCI Grand Prix OLR Belgrade ACE the Winner by decision of the National Federation of 

Serbia. 

3. FCI Grand Prix Balkan Championship 2022 is open to the participation of the National 

Team of all invited FCI members and it is free. 

4. All pigeons, members of national teams participating in the FCI Grand Prix Balkan 

Championship 2022, must wear the FCI ring from 2022 and to have an ownership card at 

the reception. 

5. At the FCI Grand Prix Balkan Championship 2022, the National Team consists of 60 

pigeons 

In the category GENERAL                                       25 + 5 = 30  
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In the category of younger breeders than 26 years 25 + 5 = 30  

Pigeons in reserve will be included in the team when the pigeon is lost from the team. For 

this reason, the participating National Federations should write the order in which the 

pigeons are used in the competition. 

6. Reception of national teams is organized from the 1st April 2022 to 31st May 2022 

7. The age of the pigeons should be 40 to 60 days of age. 

Young pigeons must be vaccinated 21 days after birth, so they can be revaccinated in the 

period after arrival in Belgrade. Breeders whose pigeons participate in the national team 

must inform the organizer about the date of vaccination and the vaccine they used. 

8. The representation of pigeons is accompanied by the following documentation 

• Veterinary certificate 

• Ownership cards with pedigrees 

• Paramyxovirus vaccination statement (Newcastle disease) 

• Statement on the donation of all pigeons of the members of the national team to the 

organizer KSGP Belgrade ACE the Winner. 

9. Pigeons, members of national teams, will have a minimum of 8 trainings (2 x 5 km, 2 x 

10 km, 1 x 20 km, 1 x 30 km, 1 x 50 km, 1 x 100 km) and in two pre-races over 100 km. 

10. The final flight will be held on 20 September 2022 from GEVGELIJA North 

Macedonia, 420 km 

The schedule of the races 

The first……………. 112 km 

The second………….170 km 

The third……………..210 km 

The fourth……………300 km 

The FINAL……………420 km 

The final race closes when 25% of the basket pigeons arrive. 
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If 25% of the packed pigeons do not arrive on the day of the race, the race will continue 

the next day until noon (12.00) 

In case of inability to measure, the race closes one hour after sunset and opens one hour 

before sunrise. 

The closing time for the ACE pigeon is when the race finally closes If, for example, the 

race is closed the next day at 12.00, the race for the ACE pigeon closes too. Placements 

from all five races are counted for the ACE pigeon, the winner is the pigeon that has won 

the most placements with the least FCI Grand Prix points and is basket in the final race. 

If the weather conditions on the final flight are very bad, the FCI delegate can reduce the 

distance, but not less than 300 km, or cancel the race until the first good day. 

The pigeon basketing will be done by an independent commission under the control of an 

international FCI controller. 

Only pigeons that are in good health are basket. 

 

11. Awarding at the FCI Grand Prix Balkan Championship 2022 

The prizes will be awarded after finish the FCI Grand Prix Balkan Championship 2022 

Category GENERAL 

Rewarding by country (average of three best pigeons by country in the final race) 

The prizes: 

1. place            Cup Trophy  + diploma  

2. place            Cup Trophy  + diploma   

3. place            Cup Trophy + diploma  

Individual pigeons awarding  

1. place            Cup Trophy  + diploma  

2. place            Cup Trophy  + diploma   

3. place            Cup Trophy + diploma  

ACE pigeon of the Balkan Championship (from 5 races) 
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1. place            Cup Trophy  + diploma  

2. place            Cup Trophy  + diploma   

3. place            Cup Trophy + diploma  

Every country that participates at competition will obtain a diploma. 

The breeder youger than 26 years  

Awarding by countries ( awarage of the 3 best pigeons by country in the final) 

The awards: 

1. place            Cup Trophy  + diploma  

2. place            Cup Trophy  + diploma   

3. place            Cup Trophy + diploma  

Individual pigeon’s award 

1. place            Cup Trophy + diploma  

2. place            Cup Trophy + diploma   

3. place            Cup Trophy + diploma  

ACE pigeon of the Balkan championship (from 5 races) 

1. place            Cup Trophy + diploma  

2. place            Cup Trophy + diploma   

3. place            Cup Trophy + diploma  

 

 

 

Every country that participates at competition will obtain a diploma. 
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12. PIGEON’S AUCTION 

All pigeons that makes a team become an ownership of the KGSP Belgrade ACE the 

Winner.  

The AUCTION will be oranized after all races, PIGEON OWNER THAT PIGEON IS IN 

REPRESENTATION RECEIVES 50% from the auctioned amount (reduced for TVA). 

All pigeons from the final will be sold even the pigeons that hav not the results. 

13. All breeders can register (activate) their pigeons, which are members of the national 

team, to participate in the distribution of the prize fund by paying 60 euros per pigeon 

until the start of the first race (the pigeons that not activated, can be activated by any 

person by paying 70 euros per pigeon no later than the start of the semi-final race). 

14. Every pigeon and breeder who is a member of the National Team by their participation 

acquires the right to be ranked in the FCI Grand Prix competition organized at the FCI 

Grand Prix OLR Belgrade AS Winner. 

 

15.  Programme of the final flight at the FCI Grand Prix Balkan Championship 2022 

19.09.2022 – Arrival od the delegates participants  

                     19.00   Welcomme dinner 

20.09.2022 -  9.00  Arrival at OLR and watching pigeon’s arrival 

                      18,00 Gala dinner of the Champions, prize award to the winners.  

  

SSKOGP Srbije 

President  

Igor Gromilović 


